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Award-winning novelist Austin Grossman reimagines the Cold War as an epic battle against the
occult waged by the ultimate American antihero - Richard Nixon. Richard Milhous Nixon lived one of
the most improbable lives of the 20th century. Our 37th president's political career spanned the
button-down '50s, the Mad Men '60s, and the turbulent '70s. He faced down the Russians, the
Chinese, and, ultimately, his own government. The man went from political mastermind to a national
joke, sobbing in the Oval Office, leaving us with one burning question: How could he have lost it all?
Here, for the first time, is the tale told in his own words: the terrifying supernatural secret he
stumbled upon as a young man, the truth behind the Cold War, and the truth behind the Watergate
cover-up. What if our nation's worst president was actually a pivotal figure caught in a desperate
struggle between ordinary life and horrors from another reality? What if the man we call our worst
president was, in truth, our greatest? In Crooked, Nixon finally reveals the secret history of modern
American politics as only Austin Grossman could reimagine it. Combining Lovecraftian suspense,
international intrigue, Russian honey traps, and a presidential marriage whose secrets and battles of
attrition were their own heroic saga, Grossman's novel is a masterwork of alternative history, equal
parts mesmerizing character study and nail-biting Faustian thriller.
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"Crooked" has a novel and refreshing conceit. What if Nixon, instead of being the shame of the
American presidency, was instead the secret savior of the nation, who sacrificed his reputation to

preserve us from the great Lovecraftian horror of the Cold War? The execution, unfortunately, was
not sufficient to elevate the book from the gee-whiz factor of its premise into the ranks of the great
works of alternative history.Grossman's work suffers from an odd front-loading. The bulk of the book
takes place during his early political career, as a Congressman, Senator, and Vice President in the
Eisenhower White House. Though relevant, and full of the sort of creepy rising action that you might
expect from a book that dips into the Lovecraftian mythos, these sections feel like a delay of the
payoff we were promised from the excellent opening chapters.When that payoff arrives, however, it
is rushed. I had been hoping to see Nixon as the inheritor of the magic inherent in the American
executive branch. He is, though not in the way a reader might have expected after the first chapter. I
was hoping for occult adventures, after the style of Abraham Lincoln, Vampire Hunter. Instead, we
orbit on the fringes of an interesting story without ever landing.By the end, I felt more frustrated than
entertained. I was frustrated not at the book but at Grossman, who obviously has the writing chops
to tell an engaging story, but chose to overload the appetizers and skimp on the main course. As I
turned the last page, I was left with the distinct impression of having read the outline of an excellent
book.That's not to say that I found nothing to enjoy.
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